
“If we and the rest of the backboned animals were
to disappear over night, the rest of the world would get
on very well. But if invertebrates were to disappear the
world’s ecosystem would collapse.” 
Sir David Attenborough. A

Minibeasts live everywhere! Almost every place you
look you are bound to find a minibeast of some
shape or size. Some like it wet, you will find these in
the pond; some like the dark and can be found under
logs and stones and some like long grass or the
leaves of trees. These minibeasts have all adapted to
their habitats so they have the best possible features
for survival. They are all classified as invertebrates,
meaning without back bone. This includes insects,
centipedes, millipedes, spiders, molluscs, crustaceans
and worms. Whilst searching you may also find
vertebrates like snakes, frogs, birds and newts.

Why should anyone worry about protecting
invertebrates? Invertebrates make up the great
majority of animal life, with 32,000 terrestrial and
freshwater species in the UK A and many millions
across the planet. To save all life on earth, perhaps
it is the invertebrates that we should be focussing 
on the most! A decline in any of these creatures 
can have a knock on effect on other creatures. For
example, many birds and animals depend on insects
for a good meal. Young house sparrows need insects
rather than seeds, peanuts or bread to survive. 
If a garden has lots of bird feeders but no plants 
and insects, birds like these will die out.B

Minibeasts are very important for food production;
from pollinating crops, predating pests, to soil
recycling and formation. Life as we know it on earth
would be very different without minibeasts. Could we
survive without bees and other invertebrates? They
are not always a good thing; a swarm of locusts in
Africa or killer bees in South America can have a
devastating effect on crops and people’s quality of life. 

Schools, villages, farms, playing fields, churchyards,
Needham Lake and other gravel extraction and land
restoration sites all provide great resources for the
study of minibeasts and can provide havens for
wildlife. Each different habitat will provide a range of
creatures to study.

The wildlife meadows and woods found at Needham
Lake are great for study as they contain a rich variety
of creatures and plant life. The techniques described
in this pack can easily be adapted and used in school
grounds or local village wildlife areas. Suffolk has
many wildlife-rich churchyards. If you have one
locally it is always worth looking at for studying. 

How to use Project

Minibeasts… 

This is a practical, hands-on resource designed for
use by students whilst carrying out study in the
classroom and outside in the field. The worksheets,
aimed at KS11 and KS22, and ‘how to search for
minibeasts’ are also for use in situ, but you may wish
to photocopy these for each pupil or group. 

Using this resource will help students to understand
the invertebrates that live all around us, observe and
record their features and habits, make comparisons
and discover similarities. Information also creates
opportunities to think about adaptations, life cycles
and food chains. Students are encouraged to think
about creatures’ well being, as well as their 
own and how to help conserve minibeasts
and wildlife in their local area.  

Welcome to Project Minibeasts
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Contact UsDiscovery Project andCountryside Team 
Telephone: 01449 724632, email: discoveryproject@midsuffolk.gov.uk

or visit Discovery Project and Countryside
pages at: www.midsuffolk.gov.uk

A www.buglife.org.uk
B www.rspb.org.uk
1 Worksheets written for KS1
2 Worksheets written for KS2
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Introduce the

world of

minibeasts and

their habitats before

venturing outdoors…

There are obvious links to the science curriculum for
KS 1- 3, but here are some cross-curricular iddeas to
expand the topic and reflect on learning…

Why don’t you…? 

• Have fun with nature games (see web links)
• Explore the school grounds or individual’s gardens
• Create your own wildflower meadow or patch 
• Introduce a wormery to school and a

compost heap and watch minibeasts
in action

• Make insect hotels, bird feeders and
animal homes, e.g. birds, bats
or hedgehogs 

ICT
• Make the most of all the great

websites out there! Activities and
resources for students and teachers
are readily available

• Digital photography – don’t forget
your camera on a visit! 

• Create movies 

Citizenship
• Pollution/pesticide issues on a

garden/agricultural scale 
• Care of living things 
• Countryside Code (see web links)

Humanities
• Study human influence on habitats, both

positive and negative 
• Investigate local farmland and churchyards
• Research pros and cons of insects i.e. as

pests, for food production or as
beneficial predators 

• Research climate change and its influence
on species 

Science 

• Write up an investigation proposal

• Design and carry out experiments

• Investigate creature features and

adaptations for the creatures you find

in different habitats

Maths
• Produce graphs and

charts of results
about the
minibeasts that
were found

Art and Design

• Create a minibeast gallery. Why not pick

your favourite creatures or maybe the

weirdest that were found? 

• Sketch a landscape you’ve explored or

concentrate on the intricate detail of a

creature 

• Create a food chain collage

• Collect natural materials from a habitat

you have visited and make a bug 

Literacy 
• Write about ‘A day in the life of …(a minibeast

you discovered when exploring)’ 
• Describe a lifecycle or where to search for

minibeasts
• Create a word search or build up a word bank

of relevant words and terms
• Seek out stories and poems about minibeasts 

• Discuss land living minibeasts, their habitats and
ecosystems

• Find out about the variety of habitats in your
local area, or school grounds

• Think about what you might find and features
to identify them

• Learn how to use a basic key or identification
(ID) chart
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